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ABSTRACT

This report is concerned with energy absorption processes in ceramic materials exposed to highly dynamic strains capable of causing fracture. Optical and electron fractographic analyses, and direct transmission electron microscopy, were employed in characterizing fracture in ballistically damaged sapphire single crystals and alumina ceramics. Impact fractures were compared with slow break fractures in bars cut from large polycrystalline fragments. Using electron microscopic and dynamic differential calorimetry techniques, explosively shocked alumina particulate also have been examined for evidences of residual strain and annealable excess energy.

The findings produced many mutually supporting evidences of local plastic deformation and energy absorption associated with fracture processes in aluminum oxide ceramics and sapphire single crystals. It was concluded that truly brittle cracks - those which can be propagated with fracture surface energy (γ_f) comparable to the calculated surface free energy (γ_S) without doing work upon the bulk of the material traversed - are relatively rare in this refractory oxide. Rather, fractures commonly observed in α-Al_2O_3 were propagated (at least in part) as almost ductile or blunted cracks - those in which the fracture surface energy (γ_f) has been substantially increased above the nominal surface free energy (γ_S) because of plastic work energy (γ_p) which has to be expended in deforming bulk material at and near the advancing crack front. Microscopic evidences from replication fractography, and particularly from direct transmission electron microscopy, strongly support the concept of localized plastic deformation processes associated with fracture. Dislocation concentrations (~10^9 - 10^11/cm^2) observed in local regions of these fracture fragments were several orders of magnitude higher than those normally encountered in unworked ceramic materials (~10^6/cm) and approach densities (~10^12/cm^2) which are typical of extensively worked metals. Exothermic energy releases observed during heating of explosively shocked materials over the range 800 - 1200°C were estimated as 14.6 cal/g.
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INTRODUCTION

This physical ceramics study constitutes one part of an overall, interdisciplinary investigation (at both theoretical and experimental levels) of materials response phenomena at high deformation rates. Other phases of the overall effort have been primarily concerned with real time characterization of events which occur during highly dynamic straining in metals and polymers, i.e., in materials which generally retain their structural integrity while undergoing relatively large permanent deformations. Specific objectives and current findings from other phases of the broad study have reported elsewhere. 1, 2, 3

Oxide ceramics (and the broad family of minerals and rocks they typify) in general do not retain structural integrity under large plastic strains ($\varepsilon > 0.01$), and are even less likely to do so under impact conditions. They are nominally brittle unless heated to quite high temperatures (typically $> 1000^\circ$C), and they almost invariably respond to sufficient stresses at all lower temperatures by fracturing. At high deformation rates and with sufficient stress, fracturing in ceramic-like materials is likely to be both complex and intense, amounting in severe cases to quite generalized fragmentation which is almost explosive in character. Traditionally, high deformation rates have been employed in winning rocks and minerals (including the starting materials from which ceramics are made) from the earth by blasting, and in further processing them into finely divided particulates by crushing, grinding, and milling processes which transfer energy primarily by impact and shock.
Yet such nominally brittle ceramic materials in recent years have become widely used in important military applications (e.g., as key ingredients in composite, light-weight armor) because of their surprisingly effective response to high energy, high velocity impact. Even though the ceramic component does fail at and near the point of impact in its own nominally brittle way, such composites have proven capable of dissipating much, if not all, of the hazardous kinetic energy of an impacting projectile.

Clearly, these nominally brittle materials have an elusive, yet significant, quality of impact resistance (specifically, an ability to absorb impact energy), which is somehow associated with their fracture behavior. Because of major discrepancies between measured fracture surface energies and calculated chemical surface energies, it is difficult to understand how a nominally brittle material displaying these significant levels of resistance to impact can be totally brittle in the classical sense of the Griffith crack theory, \( \gamma_s \), which equates the release of elastic strain energy only with the chemical surface energy, \( \gamma_s \), of the new crack surfaces being generated. Because these experimental discrepancies seem too well documented\(^5\), \(^6\), \(^7\), \(^8\) to be lightly dismissed - even in the case of nominally brittle ceramics - one is forced to consider, and investigate experimentally, the possibility of additional energy absorption akin to Orowan's\(^9\) plastic work term, \( \gamma_p \), in the intense stress fields which exist under conditions of quasi-hydrostatic restraint at and near the tips of propagating cracks during impact events.
Consideration of all the possible processes of energy dissipation during such a ballistic impact event in a ceramic material is beyond the scope of this report. It is obvious, however, that several factors stemming from the fracture behavior of the ceramic component itself will be pertinent, or even dominant, to any full description of energy dissipation in such an impacting system. The questions to be answered include:

1. What are the fracture sequences?
2. How long does the fragmenting ceramic material retain sufficient integrity to offer an effective resistance to the impacting object?
3. How much energy can be absorbed by the creation of new fracture surface?
4. Is any of the fracture surface energy associated with local deformation processes capable of redirecting and blunting propagating cracks, and/or of direct storage of energy within the material in the form of defect structures resulting from plastic work?
5. How do these factors relate to the compositions, microstructures, and properties of specific ceramic materials?

Answers to questions 1 and 2 and, in part, to question 3, can only come from experimental data obtained during highly dynamic impact events. A considerable body of evidence of this sort for specific cases pertinent to light weight armor has already been obtained by other investigators through use of various forms of high speed optical and/or flash X-ray photography. The emerging real-time
characterizations of the sequences of macroscopic events occurring during such impacts has provided an important background for this report, serving as a reference framework for systematic correlations of the microstructural features of fracture. [Detailed strain measurements during impact of selected ceramic projectile-target pairs (together with documentations of dynamic fracture behavior and subsequent recovery and analysis of fragments) have been planned for the current year's experimental program. These studies are based upon adaptations of firing apparatus and optical diffraction grating techniques which have been developed at this University and have already demonstrated effectiveness for plastic and metal materials in other phases of this overall study.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\)]

For the period covered by this report, the ceramic research effort has been directed primarily at questions 3, 4, and 5. These research concerns are of considerable significance, yet they remain fairly amenable to comparative evaluations of damaged and undamaged material. Furthermore, it has been possible to work primarily with damaged (and undamaged) single crystal and polycrystalline alumina ceramic materials obtained from other investigators studying different aspects of ballistic impact and/or explosively generated shock wave phenomena in ceramics.

In this report, (1) optical and electron optical fractography studies of sheared, spalled, and cracked surfaces produced by ballistic impact events, (2) direct examinations of dislocations and other structural defects in impact produced fragments and explosively shocked particulates by transmission electron microscopy, and (3) thermoanalytical measurements of thermally activated releases of shock-induced internal strain energy have been combined to present convincing evidences of significant levels
of localized crystalline plasticity occurring in alumina ceramic materials under impact conditions at ambient temperature. The pertinence of these findings to the overall objectives of this study, and to other areas of scientific and technological interest (e.g., fracture surface energy investigations, and densification kinetics of ceramic particulates having excess internal energy), is briefly discussed.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Processing, Structure, and Properties of Ceramics

Recent years have witnessed quite remarkable technological developments in the processing of dense, essential pure, refractory ceramic materials and composites which display high hardness and strength. In general, pure oxide ceramics have high elastic moduli, and develop surprising levels of tensile and/or bending strength. Typical "best values" for polycrystalline aluminum oxide (the best known of these "new ceramics") include $p \approx 3.97\text{g/cc}$, hardness $(H_K) \approx 1600$, $E \approx 55 \times 10^6 \text{ psi}$, $\sigma_c > 500 \times 10^3 \text{ psi}$, and $\sigma_t \approx 100 \times 10^3 \text{ psi}$ (in bending).\(^{13}\)

Single crystal $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$, when properly treated to remove surface flaws, has been deformed in bending to 2% elastic strain without fracture,\(^{14}\) and sapphire whiskers (very small filamentary single crystals) have tensile fracture strengths exceeding $1 \times 10^6 \text{ psi}$.\(^{15}\) Other ceramics with high strength-weight ratios include magnesium aluminate spinel ($p \approx 3.6\text{g/cc}$, $E \approx 35 \times 10^6 \text{ psi}$, $\sigma_c \approx 400 \times 10^3 \text{ psi}$),\(^{16}\) boron carbide ($p \approx 2.51\text{g/cc}$, $\sigma_c \approx 400 \times 10^3 \text{ psi}$),\(^{17}\) and silicon carbide ($p \approx 3.2\text{g/cc}$, $\sigma_c \approx 200 \times 10^3 \text{ psi}$).\(^{17}\)

When considered on a compressive strength-to-weight ratio, these modern ceramic materials are potentially superior to metals and most other materials. Although most of the pertinent technical information is classified,\(^{18}\) it is public knowledge that such ceramic substances are now supplanting older, heavier, less effective materials for military applications in composite, lightweight body, aircraft, and vehicle armor.

The past fifteen years have seen much progress in relating high temperature deformation in oxide single crystals, and in a few instances, in polycrystalline ceramics, to the presence and mobility of dislocations.
(i.e., comparable to the line defects involved in plastic deformation processes in ductile metals). However, until very recently, the predominant evidence favored considering polycrystalline ceramics and all except a few single crystals (e.g., MgO) as being truly brittle at temperatures below red heat.

Plastic creep deformation involving mobile (0001) [1120] dislocations in sapphire (single crystal α-Al₂O₃) at 900°C and higher was first reported in 1954, and subsequently, much additional knowledge has been developed about operative deformation modes and kinetics of deformation. Earlier work by Bridgman had demonstrated plastic deformation (or deformation twinning) in sapphire at room temperature under conditions of high pressure hydrostatic constraint. Fracture-free room temperature Knoop indentations aligned with the easy slip direction in sapphire (0001) [1120] were observed by Palmour, et al., and were related to plastic flow under conditions of compressive hydrostatic restraint. Very recently, very high densities of dislocations (including tangles) have been observed by direct transmission electron microscopy in regions adjacent to and beneath microindentations in sapphire.

All these findings, pointing to the likelihood of energy absorption in plastic processes, even at ambient temperatures under constrained conditions, prompted some investigators to suggest that alumina and related ceramics could no longer be considered as classic brittle materials having fracture behavior which could be described in terms of the Griffith criterion

\[
\sigma_e = \sqrt{\frac{2E \gamma_s}{\pi c}}
\] (1)
Carniglia\textsuperscript{43} has re-examined the alumina bend strength data of Mitchell, Spriggs, and Vasilos\textsuperscript{44} in terms of the Petch\textsuperscript{45} relationship
\[
\sigma_f = \sigma_y + k_y d^{-1/2}
\]  
where
\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_f &= \text{fracture strength} \\
\sigma_y &= \text{yield strength} \\
k_y &= \text{proportionality constant associated with yielding phenomena} \\
d &= \text{average grain size}
\end{align*}
\]  
finding that (a) the observed strength consistently exceeded the fracture strength calculated for classical Griffith flaws of length comparable to the grain size and (b) that the Petch relationship [i.e., having a finite value for \(\sigma_y\)] was obeyed at all but the largest grain sizes. Carniglia concluded that grain boundary shear was particularly effective in blunting cracks [i.e., increasing \(\rho\), the tip radius]. The profound effect of blunting on fracture strength was expressed in a modified version\textsuperscript{43} of the Griffith-Orowan criterion
\[
\sigma_f = \left[\frac{2E}{\pi c (1-\nu)} \cdot \frac{8a}{a} \cdot (\gamma_a + \gamma_p)\right]^{1/2}
\]  
where
\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_f &= \text{tensile fracture strength} \\
E &= \text{Young's modulus of elasticity} \\
\nu &= \text{Poisson's ratio} \\
c &= \text{length of propagatable crack (} a, d) \\
g &= \text{geometry factor} \\
\rho &= \text{radius of crack tip} \\
a &= \text{average interatomic spacing}
\end{align*}
\]
\( \gamma_s \) = chemical surface energy per unit area

\( \gamma_p \) = plastic energy absorbed per unit area

Another convincing argument for the engineering significance of microstrain processes in ceramics at room temperature comes from the recent work of C. D. Pears. Working with dense polycrystalline alumina in tension at room temperature, and utilizing g.i.s bearings to reduce parasitic stresses to < 1%, he has observed precision elastic limits at only 0.5 \( \sigma_f \), i.e., at higher stresses, microstrain caused departures from strictly linear elasticity.

Dry ball milled alumina (when contrasted to wet ball milled material) and explosively shocked alumina powders (when contrasted to unshocked) are much more sinterable than the control specimens. In each case, enhancement of sinterability has been empirically correlated with residual strain energy measurable in terms of X-ray line broadening resulting from the impact process, and one may conclude that excess free energy released during annealing is able to assist in driving the sintering mechanism.

Attempts to measure fracture surface energies in alumina have consistently yielded values which greatly exceed the calculated free surface energy, \( \gamma_s \), normally considered to be about \( 10^3 \) ergs/cm\(^2\).

The minimum and average surface free energies for \( \alpha-Al_2O_3 \) at room temperature were estimated as 1057 ergs/cm\(^2\) and 1136 ergs/cm\(^2\), respectively, from thermodynamic data by Bruce. Congleton and Patch observed temperature-dependent fracture surface energy values in the 25,000 - 30,000 erg/cm\(^2\) range for the (1120) plane of sapphire. They attributed much of the discrepancy between chemical and fracture surface energies
to plastic deformation in the locally intense stress fields near the tip of an advancing crack. Similarly, Wiederhorn has observed abnormally high $\gamma_f$ values (40,000 ergs/cm$^2$) in double-cantilever crack propagation studies for the (0001) plane in sapphire (cracks were diverted, since (0001) is not a true cleavage plane). Cleavage was observed on the (1010) prism plane and the (1012) rhombohedral plane with measured fracture surface energy values of 7,300 and 6000 ergs/cm$^2$, respectively, or about six times larger than Bruce's calculated surface free energies. 

Other oxide ceramic systems, particularly those having the spinel structure, are also considered to be likely candidates for significant energy absorption by microstrain processes. Not only does it have an unusually high surface free energy (2208 ergs/cm$^2$ @ 20°C), but at high temperatures, magnesium aluminate spinel has demonstrated extensive polycrystalline plasticity as a consequence of multiple (111) [110] slip systems, similar to those of f.c.c. metals. Ambient temperature deformation resulting from locally intense stress concentrations (under some constraint within the bulk section) may well have accounted for certain microstructural features characteristic of intersecting slip systems which were observed on polycrystalline spinel fracture surfaces by Palsour, et al. (e.g., Figures 28 and 29 of Ref. 58). [Plans for the current contract year include broadening the scope of this study of high deformation rate effects to include spinel ceramics. Spinel materials have been the subject of continuing study in this laboratory.
Fractography

To understand fracture, one must be able to measure and predict all the forces and properties in the entire system, whether they be such large-scale factors as the gross dynamics of an impacting system or the stiffness of testing equipment, intermediate scale factors such as stress concentration(s) at the root of a notch, or fine-scale factors such as the resolved shear forces necessary to move individual dislocations. Research work with simple materials such as ionic crystals and metallic single crystals has resulted in some understanding of the basic mechanisms of fracture. On another scale, numerous mechanical tests of engineering materials have been performed in order to evaluate and select materials for the rational design of useful and reliable structures. Thus, present knowledge progresses from both ends of the currently known spectrum of interest—from understanding of bonding strength between just two atoms to characterizations of plane-strain fracture toughness in massive specimens. Though progress is being made in both the physics of materials and the continuum mechanics approaches, researchers in the two fields have not been able fully to benefit from one another's findings. This is partly due to the microstructural complexities of the practical structural materials typically investigated in fracture mechanics studies, and partly attributable to great differences in scale (macro- versus micro-) between some of the factors of concern in these two approaches.

*In addition to papers specifically mentioned in this section, the List of References includes several very helpful general references on electron fractography, 113-116
Visual and low-magnification observations of fracture surfaces have been utilized for many years to assist engineers in fracture analysis. Powerful new means of fracture investigation have come to prominence within the past decade as a consequence of the growing use of high resolution electron microscopy.

By examining fracture surfaces at high magnification with the electron microscope, one can determine the relationships between surface topography and microstructure, as well as the chronological order of fine-scale events taking place during fracture. Electron microscopy helps in bridging the gap between physical metallurgy (or physical ceramics) and continuum mechanics by providing qualitative assessments of fracture processes occurring at the micron (and even sub-micron) scale, and by yielding quantitative measurements of some of the fracture variables that are not readily measured in either of the aforementioned macro- or micro-scale approaches.

When fracture surfaces are observed at increasingly higher magnifications, the extremely complex nature of the fracture features becomes more and more apparent. Electron fractographs show clearly that structural materials generally cannot be considered as homogeneous continua, and that no simple dislocation models can, by themselves, entirely explain the fracture processes. However, in spite of the complex appearance of a fracture surface, it is possible to see at high magnification that a given mechanism of fracture is associated with a certain number of characteristic fracture features, as cited by Zapffe.63
Nomenclature*

Certainly, combinations of various materials and various fracture conditions are bound to result in a very wide range of different fracture-surface features. These many different features, when being viewed at higher and higher magnifications, can be differentiated again and again, and classified into a whole array of groups, subgroups, etc. Burghard and Davidson examined the factors involved in a fine-scale fracture process and concluded that specification three characteristics are necessary for the complete description of the fracture; i.e., the basic mechanism involved, the relationship of the fracture path to the microstructure, and the macroscopic features of the fracture. They suggested the following classification:

(1) Basic Mechanism
   a. plastic fracture
   b. cleavage
   c. fatigue

(2) Fracture Mode
   a. transgranular
   b. intergranular

*One of the basic premises of this study is that crystalline ceramics like alumina are not totally brittle in their fracture behavior. It therefore follows that differences in the principal features of fracture topography between such ceramics and the ductile metals are likely to reside only in degree, rather than in kind. For this reason, the nomenclature customarily used in describing metal fracture has been selected for use in this report.
(3) Macroscopic Characteristics

a. ductile

b. brittle

The single feature common to every fracture is the creation of new surface. In the most fundamental sense, such new surface may be created in only two ways; by extensive crystallographic slip or by direct separation normal to specific crystallographic planes. The generic names given the numerous phenomena associated with these two mechanisms are plastic fracture and cleavage, respectively. The disruption of material under the influence of cyclic loading (at some level below the single-stroke breaking load) produces a widely recognized class of failure commonly described as fatigue fracture.

The classification of fracture as to mode concerns the relationship of the fracture path to the microstructure of the material. The advancing crack front takes either a transgranular or an intergranular course through any given volume element, and produces markings which are characteristic of the structure and properties of the region traversed.

Plastic Fracture

The most common type of plastic fracture in metals is the initiation, growth, and coalescence of microvoids. In such cases, microvoids are nucleated at preferred sites, grow under the influence of triaxial stresses, and coalesce by localized internal necking. Such a mechanism creates a fracture surface passing through the center of a sheet of voids, resulting in numerous concave depressions in each fracture surface. Characterization
of such depressions, commonly referred to as "dimples," was first described by Crussard, et al.\textsuperscript{65}

The influence of plastic strain conditions on the shape of dimples formed by microvoid coalescence has been investigated extensively by Beachem.\textsuperscript{66} Deformation processes related to plastic fracture have been studied in detail by Beachem and Meyn.\textsuperscript{67}

Four topographic features [(1) glide plane decohesion, (2) serpentine glide, (3) ripples, and (4) stretching] have been classified and correlated with various stages of plastic deformation of a surface.\textsuperscript{67} Glide plane decohesion is that mechanism by which slip occurs predominantly on one set of slip planes, causing an observable amount of new surface to be formed. Serpentine glide is glide plane decohesion on several sets of planes simultaneously. This mechanism is thought to be formed by combinations of pencil or wavy slip, and cross slip, and is often found in polycrystalline materials where deformation in a given grain must accommodate the deformation of neighboring grains. Thus, slip is necessary on multiple planes, giving rise to slip steps which form an interwoven or plaited pattern. Further smoothing out of these steps by plastic deformation leads to the formation of ripples. Subsequent plastic flow creates new surface on which the glide steps are so poorly delineated that the surface appears smooth and featureless. The term stretching is used to describe the processes which generate such surface areas.


Cleavage

Brittle fracture of a perfect crystal would be quite likely to produce flat, featureless fracture surfaces coincident with certain low index crystallographic planes. This form of fracture is called cleavage. Real crystals, however, are never perfect, and a cleavage crack, even if initiated as a single plane, actually is broken into a set of parallel cracks by imperfections.

The propagation of a cleavage crack thus occurs by the simultaneous advance of a number of cracks on different parallel planes. These cracks are joined by steps formed either by secondary cleavage or plastic fracture. Cleavage steps are generally observed to run together in the direction of local crack propagation, producing the familiar, characteristic "river patterns."

A comprehensive review of the nature and significance of the surface markings observed in cleavage fracture has been provided by Low. In this review, it is pointed out that the most common origin of cleavage steps is that of screw dislocations intersecting the cleavage plane. The advance of a planar cleavage crack through a screw dislocation results in a shift of the level of the crack on each side of the dislocation. Low also observed that the density of cleavage steps was increased markedly as the crack passed through a twist boundary, while no change in the number of steps was evident when a crack crossed a pure tilt boundary.

The screw dislocations which give rise to additional cleavage steps may be derived from several sources. They may be part of the network of
grown-in dislocations present in any real crystal or they may be associated with low-angle twist boundaries. In addition, screw dislocations may be introduced by plastic deformation, either by prior deformation of the entire crystal (as by primary or reflected shock waves under impact conditions) or by glide occurring ahead of the advancing cleavage crack.

In polycrystalline aggregates the local direction of crack propagation is often observed to vary from grain to grain. Individual cleavage facets may show directions of propagation nearly opposite to the macroscopic direction of crack propagation.

Conchoidal Fracture

Ceramics are likely to display a very characteristic type of fracture which differs from planar cleavage by being both curvilinear and noncrystallographic. This is called conchoidal fracture, and is typically observed in many non-metals, including the seashells from which its name is derived.

Fatigue

Cyclic propagation of a fatigue crack has been found to produce areas exhibiting a fracture surface topography which is characteristically different from that of other types of fracture. Usually some area of a fatigue fracture may be found which exhibits a series of parallel, though perhaps curved, regularly spaced, line-like fractures oriented normal to the direction of local crack propagation. These features, regardless of profile shape, are called striations.
Transmission Electron Microscopy

The ability to image individual dislocations and other structural
defects within thin foils by direct transmission electron microscopy has
provided the materials scientist with an extremely powerful arsenal of
additional analytical methods for evaluating growth, irradiation damage
and deformation processes in crystalline material. Some idea of its sig-
nificance to ongoing research in metals and in ceramics over the past
decade can be gained from a review of selected general references.69-73

The contrast effects which permit imaging of these line defects
result from differences in electron scattering and diffraction effects
in the locally strained regions of the crystal structure near the dis-
locations. Both interpretive theory and experimental practice for imaging
of defects have been described in considerable detail in several valuable
texts and papers.74-78

The technique is dependent upon the availability of very thin foils
(\( \approx 2000 \)\( ^{\circ} \) for metals, perhaps up to \( \approx 20,000 \)\( ^{\circ} \) for oxide ceramics with low
scattering factors). The chemical inertness and high electrical resistivity
of typical ceramic oxides like alumina preclude those thinning techniques
based upon etching with aqueous solutions and/or electrolytic action which
have been found effective with most metals. Many of the early studies of
individual dislocations in alumina were carried out with as-grown and/or
thermally etched platelets\(^79\) or filamentary whiskers.\(^80,81\) For sapphire
specimens cut from bulk, chemical thinning techniques which employed hot,
highly concentrated phosphoric acid or fused salts as the etchant were
developed by Tighe, Barber and Tighe, and Wilks. Ion beam thinning methods originally developed in France have been very successfully adapted to polycrystalline ceramics by Tighe and co-workers. 

Dynamic Differential Calorimetry

Residual strain energy (existing in the form of dislocations and/or other structural defects) may be considered as non-thermodynamic excess energy, i.e., the excess is only metastable and should not exist under conditions of true thermodynamic equilibrium. Such strains can, in fact, be reduced or removed by thermal treatments in what are generally called annealing processes.

The energy released during annealing can be detected experimentally by various thermoanalytical methods. The basic method is known as differential thermal analysis (DTA), in which sensitive differential thermocouples are employed to measure slight temperature differences between the sample material and an appropriate (and usually inert) reference material while both are being heated (or cooled) at a uniform rate within a uniform (usually massive) thermal environment. Theories, methods and applications of DTA techniques have been summarized by Smothers and Chaing and by David.

Apparatus for dynamic differential calorimetry (DDC) is based upon a rather different specimen holder geometry featuring a less massive thermal environment. It facilitates quantitative estimates of the total energy involved in the causative process (proportional to the integrated area under the peak for a given energy release or absorption). This valuable modification of the DTA method has been described by David and by Campbell.
MATERIALS

Ballistically damaged specimens of (a) sapphire single crystal and (b) polycrystalline aluminum oxide were obtained from other investigators concerned with impact resistance of potential light weight armor materials. The sapphire specimen was initially 3" dia. x 3/8" thick and had been struck by a 0.30 caliber armor piercing projectile at a velocity sufficient to cause extensive damage and projectile penetration. The commercially produced polycrystalline alumina ceramic (-94% α-Al₂O₃) originally measured 6" x 6" x 3/8" and had been struck by a similar projectile at a velocity (-70% higher) sufficient to cause generally comparable damage and penetration. Both specimens had been cemented to, and were supported by, similar fiber-reinforced backing materials for the test shots.

Fractured fragments were reassembled into the original configuration as well as possible. Macroscopic views of these ballistically damaged specimens are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Though they would have been of considerable interest, fine fragments from the immediate impact areas in these specimens were not available for this study. As a substitute for ballistically produced fine fragments, explosively shocked alumina particulates, were obtained for thermoanalytical and electron microscopic examinations, together with a control specimen of the original unshocked alumina (Linde A).

*Specimen provided by Captain David H. Martin, Clothing and Organic Materials Laboratory, Natick Laboratories, U. S. Army, Natick, Mass.
†Specimen provided by Captain McDonald Robinson, Ceramics Laboratory, U. S. Army Mechanics and Materials Research Center, Watertown, Mass.
‡Specimen provided by Dr. Oswald R. Bergmann, Eastern Laboratory, Explosives Department, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc., Gibbstown, New Jersey 08027
Alumina Powder, Linde A grade, a product of Linde Division, Union Carbide Corp., East Chicago, Indiana. [Specimen provided by Dr. Bergmann†]
a. Overall view of reassembled fragments, X1.65.

b. Cleavage detail in fragment marked by arrow in Fig. 1a, X6.3.

Figure 1. Ballistically damaged sapphire single crystal.
Damage was produced by high velocity impact (.30 cal. AP projectile).

a. Front face of 6" x 6" x 3/8" alumina ceramic tile after impact.

Black adhesive bonded tile to backing material.

Spalled material at back face was retained by adhesive. This portion was removed to reveal late-phase spall cracks shown in Fig. 2.

b. Back face of tile after removal of fiber-reinforced backing.

Figure 2. Ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina (cont. p. 23).
c. Backface of tile after removal of spalled material, X1.6. Numbers identify areas from which surface replicas were taken.

d. Detail of shear conoid surface (arrow) and radial crack for segment D.

Figure 2, cont. Ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina.
REPLICATION OF FRACTURE SURFACES

The fracture surface being investigated was cleaned with acetone to remove dust or other foreign materials. Surface residues and tiny fracture fragments then were removed by applying, stripping, and discarding plastic replicating tape two or three times in succession. Thereafter, a small amount of the replication solution was dropped on the area selected for study and allowed to spread on the surface of the specimen. Replicating tape was applied smoothly over the coated area avoiding bubble entrapment. Light, uniform pressure was applied to the tape during the 3-5 minutes required for evaporation of the solvent.

With tweezers, the replicating tape was carefully stripped off and transferred to a glass microscope slide surfaced with double backed transparent tape. A slide containing many such first replicas was then processed in vacuum coater to produce shadowed carbon second replicas.

The replicas were shadowed with an evaporated thin film of platinum (< 100Å) impinging at 30° for the single crystal replicas and at 45° for polycrystalline replicas.

An evaporated film of amorphous carbon thin enough to be transparent to electrons and strong enough to constitute the second replica was thereafter deposited at an incident angle of 90° without intervening atmospheric exposure.

*No. 1134 Replicating Tape, a product of Ernest F. Pullam, Inc., Schenectady, N. Y.
†Replication Solution, a product of Ladd Research Industries, Burlington, Vermont.
‡DV-502 Vacuum Coater, a product of Denton Vacuum, Inc., Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
The shadowed replica film was then cut to fit 1/8" diam specimen support grids, and floated in acetone to dissolve the initial plastic replica. Within 15 to 30 minutes, depending on the thickness of the replicating tape, the plastic was fully dissolved. Completion of this phase was evident when the platinum-shadowed carbon second replica sank to the bottom of the container. The replica was retrieved from the solvent on a copper specimen grid, and allowed to dry by evaporation.

This procedure produced satisfactory replicas of polycrystalline aluminum oxide fracture surfaces. However, with the very angular sapphire fracture surfaces, excessive breaking, particularly at cleavage step edges, of carbon second replicas occurred during dissolution of the plastic first replicas.

To prevent breaking of replicas of sapphire surfaces a protective coating of white petroleum jelly dissolved in carbon tetrachloride solution was applied to the carbon second replica after evaporation, but before dissolution of the first replica, following the method of Brauner and Dewey. An effective thickness of the protective coating was found to be 0.1 - 0.3µm. Coated replica(s) were floated in acetone solution to remove the plastic first replica, and then transferred to grids as described above. Thereafter, the grid-supported second replica was immersed in carbon tetrachloride for five hours to remove the petroleum coating. Replicas cleaned in this way reproduced the single crystal fracture surfaces with fidelity and without undue fragility.
EQUIPMENT

Optical Microscopy

For initial examinations at low magnification (5-160X) a stereomicroscope with 35mm photographic capability was employed. For more detailed studies in the 100-1000X range, a bench microscope was used. This instrument permits examinations in a variety of incident, transmitted or mixed mode illuminations, and also provides Nomarski phase interference contrast capability of particular value for these studies of surface textures.

Electron Microscopy

The increased depth of focus, high magnification, and high resolving power of the electron microscope are particularly pertinent for these studies since many of the fine details of interest are inaccessible by optical microscopy. All work in this study was done on a high resolution transmission electron microscope with 80, 100, and 120 kv accelerating voltages, and demonstrable resolution(s) of 4.5Å (small bore pole piece) and 10Å (large bore pole piece). With its full complement of specimen stages and other accessories, this versatile instrument is well suited for fractography and for studies of structural defects by direct transmission in thin foils. [Ion beam thinning capability will be available in the

*Reichert MAK-MS Stereoscopic Microscope with LUX-M illuminator, a product of Optische Werke C. Reichert (Vienna), distributed by William J. Hacker & Company, Inc., West Caldwell, N. J.

†Reichert ZETOPAN-M (ZETCIR) Microscope with LUXUS Iodine-Quartz Light Source [also distributed by Hacker, above].

‡JEOLCO JEM-120 Transmission Electron Microscope, a product of Japan Electron Optical Laboratory (Tokyo), distributed by JEOLCO (U. S. A.), Inc., Medford, Mass.
near future to facilitate production of uniform foils of optimum thinness, permitting more exhaustive study of defect structures resulting from high deformation rates in the ceramic materials of interest in this study.

Dynamic Differential Calorimetry

Dynamic Differential Calorimetry (DDC) was employed to detect and measure the energy stored as annealable defects in explosively shocked alumina. A differential thermal analysis apparatus* was modified for these measurements by the addition of an appropriate sample holder and differential thermocouple.† The ring-type differential thermocouple employed allows the detection of differential signals as small as 0.05 microvolts.

* Model DTA-12A Differential Thermal Analysis Apparatus, a product of Robert L. Stone Company [now a Division of Tracor, Inc.], Austin, Texas.

† Type SH-1BB2-PuZ Sample Holder with Pt-Pt 10% Rh ring-type differential thermocouple. Each ring of the thermocouple supports a very small platinum vessel containing specimen or reference, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Single Crystal $\alpha$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$

The crystallographic orientation of the sapphire target is presented in Figure 3 in the form of a stereographic projection. This pole figure represents the specimen geometric axis and is coincident with the projectile trajectory responsible for the damage shown in Figures la and lb. It also was approximately parallel with the crystal growth axis. Identities of poles normal to the principal crystallographic planes are designated in Miller-Bravais hexagonal notation, and with reference to the morphological unit cell having a $c:a$ ratio of 1.365:1. These data were determined from Laue' back reflection X-ray photograms, and were indexed by means of PIMAX tables for $\alpha$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ developed by Witter and Palmour.96, 97

The planar surfaces of the undamaged crystal specimen were nearly parallel with (2025) crystallographic planes. The crystallographic orientation of the specimen impact axis can be represented in terms of (1) an inclination of $\approx 30^\circ$ from the [0001] $c$-axis toward the [2110] pole, followed by (2) a counterclockwise rotation of $\approx 13^\circ$ from the [0001]-[2110] zone. Alternatively, the axis of impact can be indexed directly at the intercept of two spherical angles, (1) 32.5° from [0001], and (2) 61° from [2110].

Fracture by Rhombohedral Cleavage

The damaged crystal segment first shown in Figure 1b has been indexed by visual inspection in terms of the stereographic projection given in Figure 3. From these examinations, it was found that all the significant crystallographic surface detail could be attributed to cleavage occurring on two first order and two second order rhombohedral planes, (1011), (1011) and (1102), (1012), respectively. All surfaces not so cleaved appeared to
Figure 3. Stereographic projection showing crystallographic orientation for sapphire fragment illustrated in Fig. 1b. Indices are given in Miller-Bravais notation for the morphological unit cell, $c/a = 1.365:1$. Circled poles correspond to principal cleavage planes (Fig. 4).
have resulted from conchoidal fracture. The first order rhombohedral cleavage surfaces tended to be planar and smooth, while those of second order were finely stepped or striated. Some of the most prominent crystallographic details are identified in Figure 4.

Fracture surfaces lying approximately normal to the impact trajectory show an unique sense of directionality as a consequence of the large number of edge intersections of (10\overline{1}1) and (\overline{1}0\overline{0}2) cleavage planes. These edges are aligned with the [\overline{1}101] direction, and have characteristic included angles of 133°. Included angles existing between the four operative cleavage systems are indicated in Table I. Typical heavily stepped and/or striated fracture textures characteristic of the dominant cleavage modes are illustrated at higher optical magnifications in Figure 5, which indicates excellent correspondence of predicted and observed angular relationships between specific cleavage planes.

Table I. Angular Relationships Between α-Al₂O₃ Cleavage Planes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planes</th>
<th>(10\overline{1}1)</th>
<th>(1\overline{3}02)</th>
<th>(\overline{1}101)</th>
<th>(\overline{1}012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(10\overline{1}1)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>133.01°</td>
<td>86.02°</td>
<td>84.16°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1\overline{3}02)</td>
<td>133.01°</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>84.16°</td>
<td>115.18°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\overline{1}101)</td>
<td>86.02°</td>
<td>84.16°</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>133.01°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\overline{1}012)</td>
<td>84.16°</td>
<td>115.18°</td>
<td>133.01°</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although not evident in Figures 4 and 5, optical examinations of other fragments with finely textured cleavage surfaces in reflected or transmitted illumination showed considerable evidence of interference fringes adjacent to cleavage steps. These fringes are indicative of cracks extending along

*Included angle between planes is (180°-θ°), where θ is the angle between poles (normals) to the planes as plotted on the stereographic projection. Values for θ taken from Table II, Ref. 97.
Figure 4. Identity of cleavage faces on ballistically damaged sapphire fragment, X12.5. Arrows superposed on this enlarged view of Fig. 1b indicate traces of the poles circled on the stereographic projection in Fig. 3. Enclosed area at right locates Fig. 5.
Figure 5. Fracture topography resulting from rhombohedral cleavage in one magnified portion of Fig. 4. Arrows identify A: (1011), B: (1101), C: (1102) and D: (1012) rhombohedral cleavage planes. Reflected light, Nomarski phase interference contrast, - X100.
original cleavage surfaces for additional distances beneath the steps. In such cases, it is reasonable to conclude that (1) the break causing an externally visible cleavage step occurred as a consequence of a state of stress which included a bending moment, (2) the crack extending beneath the step along the original cleavage plane was arrested within the bulk after the driving force had been decoupled by the aforementioned break, and (3) the true area of new surface generated by such cleavages must exceed the total externally visible surface. Similar cracks under-running cleavage steps in MgO single crystals have been described by Lewis, who indicated that an overlap of cleavage crack segments appears to occur prior to step formation, and suggested that additional elastic energy absorption would be possible in such processes.

Replication Fractography

The same basic fracture textures stemming from cleavages are maintained, only on finer scales, at the higher magnifications available in electron microscopic examinations of plastic-carbon two stage replicas. In Figure 6, the dominant stepped texture results from three different cleavage planes intersecting at almost orthogonal angles, and is consistent with the expected angular relationships (Table I).*

In some regions, the cleavage steps are less distinct, as in Figure 7, In this case the steps between cleavage surfaces take three forms: they are (a) cleaved at ~ 133° (θ = 47°), or (b) parted (a fracture mode which is

*Identities of specific planes and directions have not always been retained through all the stages of replicating, transferring, and magnifying involved in electron microscopic fractography. The four sets of rhombohedral planes previously identified certainly dominate the cleavage textures, but other, less favorably oriented rhombohedral planes may have contributed to the fine textures.
Figure 6. Cleavage fractography in ballistically damaged sapphire, X12,000. Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 45° [82-582].

The three dimensional, almost orthogonal intersections of sets of rhombohedral planes (two first order and one second order) form the basic stepped texture. Arrow indicates other typical oblique intersections between first and second order rhombohedral planes.

*Bracketed characters identify replica (S2) and electron image plate (S82).
Figure 7. Cleavage step variations in ballistically damaged sapphire, X15,000.
Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 45° [52-604]. Planar cleavage surfaces (A) are separated by steps which are (a) cleaved on oblique planes, (b) parted or (c) conchoidally fractured.
imperfectly crystallographic in texture), or (c) conchoidal. In Figure 8, transition can be observed from cleavages of several types in the lower portion to a more finely textured, wavy, and apparently sheared region near the top.

Some cleavage steps are rich in crystallographic detail, as in Figure 9, and indicate that conditions comparable to those resulting in cleavage crack segments are also involved in causing the breaks between them. In addition to prominent cleavages, some of the features in this figure are suggestive of twinning. Very fine, directionally aligned texturing shown on these cleavage faces is of particular interest, since it appears to indicate some fine scale plastic working during propagation of the cleavage crack. Very local plastic processes, by causing some blunting of the crack tip, could well account for previously described discrepancies between Bruce's calculated surface free energy for alumina (-1057 ergs/cm²), and Wiederhorn's measured cleavage fracture energies (-6000 ergs/cm²).

Some of the features shown in Figure 10 suggest that certain cleavage steps in finely textured regions may be associated with zones previously sheared, as by deformation twinning. The complex state(s) of stress existing during impact in this anisotropic crystal, coupled with reflections of shock waves, could well account for such sequences of damage.

* A direct replication technique (involving (1) angled platinum or platinum-carbon shadowing and (2) normal carbon replica buildup directly on the surface, followed by (3) treatment in HF to facilitate nondestructive chemical release of the replica, as described by Gutshall, et al., and Gutshall and Shaw) has been adapted for use with sapphire by co-workers on another project. M. L. Huckabea, Graduate Research Assistant, and M. B. Roberts, Laboratory Assistant, made this alternate, very excellent, replication technique available for Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12 of this report. Their cooperation and assistance is gratefully acknowledged.
Figure 8. Transitions from cleaved (lower) to sheared (upper) regions in ballistically damaged sapphire, X15,000.
Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 45° [52-577].
Figure 9. Fine textures associated with cleavage in ballistically damaged sapphire, X4,800.

Pt-C shadowed direct carbon replica [S11-1333].
Chemically stripped direct carbon replicas are quite brittle, and therefore are very unlikely to generate deformation artifacts. Hence, fine texturing (indicated by arrows) and deformed regions shown in this figure are indicative of localized plastic deformation associated with cleavage crack propagation.
Figure 10. Cleavage fracture across previously sheared regions in ballistically damaged sapphire, X23,300.
Pt-shadowed direct carbon replica [S12-1562].
Arrows mark offsets which suggest that shear resulting from deformation twinning occurred on planes almost normal to the picture plane either prior to or concurrent with cleavage fracture.
Anomalies in an otherwise fairly regular fine cleavage texture are shown in Figure 11. These anomalies may be associated with interactions between the advancing crack front and slip bands or subgrain boundaries pre-existing in the flame grown crystal. Alternatively, such textures may have come about as a consequence of stress field perturbations arising from reflections of shock waves.

Although much of the fracture surface in sapphire is distinguished by sharp angularities, and appears to be characteristic of classical cleavage with little evidence of yielding per se, some portions are suggestive of more generalized deformation that, in comparison, is indicative of localized bulk plasticity. The direct carbon replication fractograph in Figure 12 provides one such example.

A General Consensus for Impact Effects in Sapphire

The combined evidences indicate that single crystal sapphire has relatively low impact resistance, principally because of its predominant, almost catastrophic, cleavage failure modes. Cleavages on a total of four first and second order rhombohedral planes accounted for virtually all the visible and significant crystallographic detail in the specimen studied. At electron microscopic magnifications and resolutions, some evidences of permanent deformation processes were observed, but only on a very local scale. These limited yielding processes, which appear to be capable of blunting or redirecting an advancing crack front, are considered to be consistent with the rather high fracture surface energies \( \gamma_f = 6 \gamma_s \) reported for rhombohedral cleavage by Wiederhorn.\(^{55}\)
Figure 11. Abrupt transitions from straight to irregular cleavage steps in ballistically damaged sapphire, X28,400.
Pt-shadowed direct carbon replica [S12-1561]. Two examples are shown along lines A-A' and B-B'.
Figure 12. Transition from cleavage to more generalized plastic deformation in ballistically damaged sapphire, X12,200. Pt-C shadowed direct carbon replica [S11-1388]. By tilting the replica in the goniometer stage, surface details can be examined within pockets from which material has been torn during fracture. This pocket appears to have been subjected to bulk deformation, especially in the upper portion, resulting in flow processes (locally resembling ductile fractures in metals) which modify the dominant cleavage fractures. [Grey specks are impurity artifacts introduced after replication.]
Polycrystalline Alumina

The best available information suggests that damage produced by an impacting projectile in a polycrystalline ceramic occurs in at least four successive stages, with each stage being identified with a particular fracture geometry, stress configuration, and energy spectrum. In an approximate, decreasing order of the total system energy remaining to be dissipated, these stages result in (1) comminuted particulates from within a shear conoid whose axis is the impact trajectory, (2) fracture surfaces associated with the shear conoid interface, (3) radial cracks whose surfaces are approximately parallel with the impact trajectory, and (4) late-phase spall cracks whose surfaces are almost perpendicular to the impact trajectory.

Comminuted material from the first category was not available for this study, but representative replicas of each of the three subsequent stages of fracture were prepared at selected positions as indicated in Figures 2c and 2d. Subsequent sections present microstructural and fractographic information obtained from these replicas.

Conoid Shear Surface

Very little of the principal conoid shear surface was available for study. The replicated surface was obliquely oriented (\(-45^\circ\)) with respect to the impact trajectory (see Fig. 2d). Figure 13 illustrates several features characteristic of this heavily damaged surface. Fracture was predominantly transgranular, and was rather direct, producing relatively flat, fan shaped river patterns, some of which show multiplications of river pattern components as the fracture front traverses subgrain or grain boundaries. In many instances, progressions from one grain to the next appear to have required considerable shear damage before the crack could be
Figure 13. Complex fractography of conoid shear surface in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X6,900. Two-stage plastic–carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 30° [D1-386].
freed to proceed ahead in river pattern cleavages or intergranular separations. Within these sheared regions, distinctly localized and heavily concentrated groupings of small bumps or protrusions have been noted. Their origin has not been clearly established, but they appear to suggest deformation processes akin to the early stages of micropore development during plastic fracture in metals.\textsuperscript{65-67}

One of the most unique features of this early phase of fracture is the very considerable number of fracture fragments (small, dark shards) which have been extracted \textit{in situ} by the replication process. These fragments suggest that branching and/or multiple cracks\textsuperscript{6} were not uncommon at this stage of impact energy absorption. Strong association of fragments with sheared regions suggests that locally intense plastic processes may have played a significant role in their formation. Examinations of some of these fragments in direct transmission have revealed high concentrations of dislocations [this phase of the study is reported in a subsequent section].

**Radial Crack Surfaces**

Radial cracks apparently begin to propagate during an impact event at a time after the shear conoid has been well established; their formation is probably concurrent with dissipation - by several processes - of a substantial part of the total impact energy. Such cracks tend to propagate perpendicularly outward from the axis of the shear conoid, and extend for considerable distances — as far as the tile edges in the specimen studied.

The first portions of the primary radial cracks are relatively smooth, and are thought to be generally similar in terms of fractography to the conoid shear surfaces described above. The main run of the cracks develop very rough surfaces, with complex textures whose elemental "wave forms" have
amplitudes and periods extending over an estimated $10^2$ to $10^3$ grain diameters. Final portions of such cracks, especially if diverted or offset, tend to become relatively smooth again.

Figures in this section show fractographic details at three different radial distances along one radial crack (refer to Fig. 2d). The replica (SD-3) represented by Figure 14 was taken ~ 2.8" from the point of impact in a region of heavy, rough texturing. The next three illustrations come from a replica (SD-4) positioned ~ 3.7" from the center on a more smoothly textured predominantly conchoidal surface produced by the main crack after it had undergone an abrupt offset, then continued approximately parallel to but with ~ 0.2" displacement from its original path. The last three figures in this section show surface features on a relatively smooth transverse crack (a secondary crack almost normal to the main crack) at a distance of 3.9" from the point of impact (replica SD-5).

Rough Surfaces. As Figure 14 illustrates, heavily stepped fracturing based on intersections of two first order and one second order rhombohedral cleavage planes constitute one significant fracture mode in the rough portions of radial cracks, just as in the single crystal case previously described. Intergranular separations also have been observed to be quite prominent in the still incomplete investigation of this experimentally difficult fracture category. (Only scanning electron microscopy (combining moderate to high magnification, high resolution, and extreme depth of focus) is likely to provide adequate characterizations of such rugged but finely detailed surfaces.)
Figure 14. Heavy stepped cleavage fractures and intergranular separations on roughly textured portion of a radial crack in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X12,000. Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 45° [SD3-601].
Smoother Radial Crack Surfaces. Though this region was relatively smooth in the macroscopic sense, the replication electron micrographs shown in Figures 15-17 illustrate the extremely complex nature of surfaces produced by highly localized combinations of almost every possible fracture mode. Transgranular conchoidal fracture is more prominent than in the previous examples. The curving conchoidal fractures are neither smooth nor uniformly textured. Rather, they contain an abundance of fine detail which suggests that the advancing crack was sensitive either to progressive changes in crystallographic orientation, or in local states of stress and strain, or both. Very high surface energies ($\gamma_f > 40,000$ ergs/cm$^2$) were associated with non-planar fracturing (i.e., conchoidal in character) in attempts to cleave basal planes in sapphire.\textsuperscript{55} The conchoidal surfaces illustrated here appear to provide many evidences of real resistance to separation. In comparison to essentially brittle cleavages, they appear to have been produced by cracks which had been subjected both to some blunting and to continuous direction. Such textures are probably not inconsistent with very large fracture surface energies.

In Figure 15, conchoidal fractures, intergranular separations, two very characteristic forms of rhombohedral cleavage, and several examples of fracture fragment formation are illustrated. The central grain shows a very well defined shift from intergranular separation to transgranular cleavage. A similar case is shown near the center of Figure 16, where a small, relatively featureless region of favorably oriented grain boundary separated to advance the crack, but was surrounded by transgranular conchoidal fractures which were locally modified by cleavage and/or parting. In Figure 17, the long central boundary surface shows another transition from boundary separation on the right (which grades off into parting and conchoidal
Figure 15. Intergranular separations, transgranular cleavage steps, conchoidal fractures and in situ fracture fragments contribute to the very complex topography of a smoothly textured portion of a radial crack in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X9,600. Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 30° [SD4-382].
Figure 16. Fracture fragments and transition from intergranular separation to transgranular fracture on a smoothly textured portion of a radial crack in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X9,600.
Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 30° [SD4-378].
Figure 17. Transition from intergranular separation to transgranular fracture along grain edge junction on a radial crack surface in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X9,600. Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 30° [SD4-379].
fracture) to transgranular fracture on the left. Of particular interest is the strong redirection of the transgranular fracture (just to the left of the boundary trace) together with the unusual sheared appearance at the left of the boundary flat. Such a configuration possibly is associated with some grain boundary sliding at a constrained triple grain edge, causing a small amount of shear. Relaxation of the strains imposed would require either generalized plastic deformation or transgranular fracture of one or more of the adjacent grains.

**Smooth Transverse Fractures.** The surface studied in Figures 18-20 is considered to be a secondary crack (possibly a consequence of reflected stresses) and may be representative of a somewhat later portion of the fracture time sequence and a proportionally lower segment of the energy dissipation spectrum. The principal fracture features include both grain boundary separations and transgranular breaks, together with generation of fine fracture fragments. The transgranular portions range in texture from conchoidal to imperfect parting to well defined cleavage. The orthogonally stepped cleavage mode commonly observed on single crystal fracture surfaces and on primary radial cracks in this polycrystalline material is less evident in this secondary crack. The intensity of texturing is significantly reduced from the more severe cases previously cited (compare Figures 5-9, 14, and 15 with 18 and 20).

At the higher magnification of this surface provided by Figure 19, there are several interesting examples of interactions between the advancing crack and the crystalline substructure (principally subgrain boundaries). These interactions apparently result in very local alterations of the fracture texture, as noted by Low.
Figure 18. Fracture textures on transverse secondary crack in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X9,600. Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 30° [SD5-402].
Figure 19. River pattern cleavage steps on transverse secondary crack in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X31,200. Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 30° [SD5-391]. Multiplications and redirections occur at the grain boundary marked by line A-A'; other changes along B-B', C-C', D-D', D'-D'', and B'-D' may be indicative of the influence of subgrain boundaries. Arrows indicate local directions of advancing crack.
Figure 20. Interactions between cleavage cracks and microstructural features on transverse secondary crack surface in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X9,600.

Two stage plastic carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 30° [SDS-404]. Letters A through F identify grain boundaries, pores and fracture details discussed on p. 56.
Figure 20 provides some interesting examples of interactions between advancing cleavage cracks and microstructural features. Angular grain boundaries (A) at the upper right are typical of polyphase ceramic bodies which rely in whole or in part upon liquid phase sintering. The crack was not significantly altered in perpendicularly traversing these thick and presumably vitreous boundaries, but cracks running within other, differently oriented thick boundaries might be expected to produce hackled, splintered and/or conchoidal textures typical of fracture in glassy materials.

After changing from boundary separation to transgranular fracture at (B), the crack produced finely textured but very irregular stepped cleavage fractures in moving toward pore (C). Since the nearby - and nearly parallel - grain boundary (D) appears to have been separated, it may be that these cleavage anomalies result from stress relaxation associated with the separated boundary coupled with normal resistance to cleavage within the grain and at its other boundaries.

At the pore (C) several changes in fracture behavior can be noted, both in the immediate pore vicinity, and at longer distances extending to the end of the grain. Related fracture tails at microstructural discontinuities in ceramics and glasses have been reported elsewhere.

The downstream tailing effect is less prominent for the faceted pore (Z), but the pore possibly did cause the unusual cleavage perturbations oriented in a perpendicular direction at (F). The discontinuity represented by the pore may have caused stresses associated with the crack front to be resolved into new components, including those capable of producing this anomaly.
Late-Phase Spall Cracks

This category of fracture damage, though prominent in terms of total exposed area (see Fig. 2b and 2c), is thought to be representative of the final stages of cracking, occurring at a time when the kinetic energy of impact has been substantially dissipated. Both transgranular and intergranular fracture modes are observed. In Figures 21 and 22, cleavage is the most characteristic process for transgranular fracture, but the roughness of texturing produced by cleavage is not as severe as in the earlier fracture stages in this material or in the previously described single crystal. Significantly, there is very little evidence of fracture fragments of the sort which were common on more severely damaged surfaces.

Comparisons of Impact Fracture with "Slow" Fracture

One large segment of the broken polycrystalline alumina specimen was cut with a diamond saw into test specimens which measured (after diamond grinding) 0.343" x 0.085" x > 1.5". These specimens were broken in four point bending in a test fixture described elsewhere. The calculated outer fiber tensile strengths, which are fairly typical for this commercial grade of alumina, are shown in Table II.

Table II. Single Stroke Bend Strength of Polycrystalline Alumina After Exposure to Ballistic Impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Outer Fiber Tensile Strength *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>30,420 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>32,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>35,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of &quot;strong&quot; specimens</td>
<td></td>
<td>32,936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>17,550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Four point bending, one inch span. Crosshead strain rate 0.02 in/min.
Figure 21. Intergranular separations and transgranular fractures on late-phase spall crack surface in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X13,850.

Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 45° [Al-331].
Figure 22. Transgranular cleavage fracture on late-phase spall crack surface in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X21,500.

Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 45° [A3-328].
Replication fractographic studies of these slow break fractures show surprisingly few differences in comparisons with the impact produced fractures described in earlier sections. The typical surface shown in Figure 23 demonstrates cleavage, parting, and conchoidal transgranular fracture modes along with some intergranular separations. Fracture fragments were extracted in situ by the replication process [some have been examined in transmission and show evidences of deformation, as discussed in a subsequent section].

Interpretations of these ambient temperature bend tests and resulting fracture features must take into account the prior exposure of the material to severe shock waves during impact. One could argue that the fracture details are more likely to be the result of damage produced during impact, rather than during the subsequent bend test. However, some of that argument can be refuted by noting many similarities between these data and fractographic details observed in single break double cantilever fracture energy specimens of polycrystalline alumina by Gutshall et al.\textsuperscript{99} and by citing the recent observation by Congleton, et al.\textsuperscript{107} of dislocation densities of $\sim 10^9$/cm$^2$ in transmission electron microscopic studies of fracture fragments produced by single stroke breaks at ambient temperature in bent crystals of $\alpha$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ and in alumina ceramics.

Evidences of Fracture-Induced Plastic Deformation as Revealed by Transmission Electron Microscopy

Replicas of the conoid shear surface of the polycrystalline alumina armor specimen contained many fracture fragments (see Fig. 13). Some of them were thin enough to permit reasonably effective study of internal defects by direct transmission electron microscopy at an accelerating potential of 120 Kv. This section of the report presents a rather detailed study of
Figure 23. Fragments, intergranular separations, transgranular cleavage steps, and multiplications of river patterns on fracture surface resulting from four-point bending of rectangular bar cut from ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X12,000. Two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 30° [SRFI-493].
heavy concentrations of dislocations one such fragment. Similar (though not such well documented) defects are also shown to occur in impact-produced fragments from a single crystal specimen, and in fracture fragments produced by bend testing of polycrystalline alumina at slow loading rates.

**Fragment from Conoid Shear Surface**

The fragment in question is shown on the replica in Figure 24, together with other generally similar but less transparent fragments. In this instance, damage to this region of the replica makes it impossible to ascertain whether or not the fragment was picked up at the place of origin. However, the preceding replication fractographs make it clear that many, perhaps most, such fragments have been extracted in situ. The fragment is about 2.88μ long, 2μ wide, and variable in thickness, ranging from vanishingly thin edges to the almost opaque center, estimated as > 0.5μ.

Transmission of the electron beam was affected adversely by platinum and carbon which had been vapor deposited during the replication process.

Figures 25 - 27 show the relative placements of dislocations at somewhat higher magnification, and with sequential small changes in specimen tilt angles as required to achieve the necessary contrast effects. In Figure 25, those marked A and A' are very near thin edges, and may have been directly associated with the branching and/or intersecting cracks

---

*Dr. R. B. Benson, Jr., Associate Professor of Metallurgical Engineering, assisted in obtaining and interpreting many of the transmission electron micrographs. P. F. Becher, Research Associate, developed reciprocal lattice reference data for α-Al₂O₃, and indexed the electron diffraction patterns which have been identified to date. Their assistance has been invaluable, and is gratefully acknowledged.

†Thickness variations in this specimen create many problems in providing adequate photographic contrast for the details of interest. Figures 25a and 25b were enlarged from the same plate, under different contrast conditions. Contrast in Figure 25a has been adjusted to resolve the edge details, but has been shifted in Figure 25b (and in subsequent Figures) to emphasize the interior dislocations.
Figure 24. Fracture fragments from conoid shear surface in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X24,000. Extracted fragments on two stage plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed at 30° [D1-1842].
At 120 kV (rather than the 80 kV normally used in replica studies) portions of the bulkier fracture fragments can be examined in direct transmission. Arrow identifies one such fragment selected for detailed study in Figs. 25-30.
a. Photographic contrast adjusted to reveal edge details.

Figure 25. Locations of structural defects in fracture fragment from conoid shear surface in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X75,000.
Extracted fragment on plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed [D1-1813]. Letters locate dislocations and other features described on pp. 62 and 68.
b. Photographic contrast adjusted to reveal interior dislocations.

Figure 23, continued.
Figure 26. Same fragment, tilted to slightly different orientation to achieve stronger contrast on interior dislocations, X75,000. Extracted fragment on plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed [D1-1815]. Shifting away from a Bragg diffraction condition (which caused overall darkening in Fig. 25) permits more of the transmitted beam to penetrate good portions of the crystal, thereby enhancing visibility for dislocations along A'-D and C-D. However, those along C-E have lost contrast. Lattice distortions around dislocations can either re-establish or further diminish Bragg diffraction conditions in small adjacent regions. These contrast effects make imaging of dislocations possible.
Figure 27. Additional tilting of the fragment (for two beam diffraction) reduces contrast for dislocations previously imaged, but brings a very densely populated region along C-E into strong contrast. X80,000.

Extracted fragment on plastic-carbon replica [DL-1823].
which separated this fragment from the bulk. Similarly, those approaching the fragment boundaries at C, D, and E in this figure probably have a functional relationship with either or both of the two cracks which formed the thin edges. In somewhat thicker material at the locations marked B and B' - curving dislocations can be seen which appear to be either complete (B) or partial (truncated) loops (B'), generally similar to grown-in defects shown in sapphire single crystals by Barber and Tighe. The intersecting group of dislocations at C appear to be relatively broad and ribbon-like, and display a variety of contrast effects at their intersections. Such characteristics are typical of extended dislocations which have been examined in other materials. The dislocations pictured here have not yet been subjected to detailed analysis, but it is pertinent to note that such extended dislocations, if confirmed, might not be inconsistent with Kronberg's quarter-partial synchroshear model for basal dislocations in α-Al₂O₃.

A number of more or less parallel individual dislocations make up a band along the line A' - D. Curving and interacting dislocations make up another band along the line C - D. A separate and densely populated group, out of contrast in Figures 25 and 26, but in contrast in Figure 27, occurs along the line C - E. Finally, a well defined Y-junction is visible at F.

Figure 28 was obtained at higher magnification after the specimen had been tilted to another orientation (a two beam diffraction condition) producing well defined linear traces for dislocations in the A - D and C - D groups, but no contrast for the C - E group. Additional tilting to another two beam diffraction condition yielded the bright field image shown in Figure 29, in which the A, A', B, B' dislocations have no contrast, while those along A' - D, C - D, and at F have weak contrast, appearing as single lines.
Figure 28. Another two beam diffraction case provides additional detail of $A'-D$ and $C-D$ dislocations in thickest portion of fragment, X120,000.

Extracted fragment on plastic-carbon replica [DI-1840].

[Spots are artifacts associated with flaws in plate emulsion.]
Figure 29. Additional information about dislocations is provided by different contrast conditions available from another orientation selected to yield two beam diffraction, X120,000.

Extracted fragment on plastic-carbon replica [D1-1847; inset 1845]. The $\mathbf{g}$ vector (arrow in inset diffraction pattern) describes crystallographic relationships between transmitted beam and the strong diffracted beam responsible for these dislocation contrast effects. Diffraction pattern also identifies this picture plane as the (2110) prism plane.

Note: electron diffraction data are most easily described in terms of the structural unit cell, $c/a = 2.730:1$. Figures 29 and 30 have been indexed in structural notation, and hence differ from morphological indices used elsewhere in this report.
Subsequent tilting to yet another orientation for two beam diffraction produced strong contrast for dislocations concentrated along the line $C - E$, and a related set near $D$, as shown in Figure 20. The $A$, $B$, $A' - D$, $C - D$, and $F$ sets of dislocations shown earlier either were not in contrast, or were only weakly visible. Detailed evaluations of these recent data are not complete, but sufficient information apparently has been obtained to permit complete identifications of the pertinent slip systems in the near future. Though analysis is incomplete, the findings are well enough established to warrant these significant general comments.

1. It is likely that two, perhaps three, different slip systems have been involved in producing the imaged dislocations.

2. The dislocations are concentrated in bands which appear to bear appropriate geometric relationships with the kinds of shearing actions which are likely to have been taking place as the fragment was being torn from the bulk.

3. The dislocation densities within these sheared zones are quite high. In some high density regions, the separation distances are $< 350\text{Å}$, i.e., only 25 - 30 structural $c_0$ units apart. The local dislocation density has been estimated to be at least $8 \times 10^{10}/\text{cm}^2$. This value is approximately five orders of magnitude larger than those reported for grown-in dislocations in flame grown sapphire crystals.21, 23-25

4. Very significant quantities of energy have been absorbed by plastic deformation occurring prior to and/or during fragmentation. This excess energy has been retained within the structure of the fragment, and is concentrated in high energy lattice distortions associated with each of the many individual dislocations.
Figure 30. Bright field image with two beam diffraction for (03\overline{3}3) orientation in fragment from conoid shear surface in ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X120,000. Extracted fragment on plastic-carbon replica [D1-1836; inset 1834]. Compare with different contrast conditions in Figs. 28 and 29.
Occasional fracture fragments were observed in examining direct carbon replicas of ballistically damaged sapphire single crystals (Refer to Figs. 10 - 12). One such fragment was examined briefly in direct transmission, with the results shown in Figure 31. A crack enters at A and appears to terminate within the fragment at B. The crack terminates at B in a region of high contrast which, though poorly resolved, appears to have mesh-like character not unlike a subgrain boundary made up of screw dislocations.

Other bright field and dark field views obtained under different tilt conditions - not illustrated - tended to confirm this observation. Parallel lines at C suggest that twinning may have provided additional deformation. In some locations, as at D, the thin edges show contrast effects indicative of defects. Similar observations of dislocations ($\sim 10^5$/cm$^2$) in fragments produced during simple breaking of bent sapphire single crystals and alumina ceramics have been reported recently by Congleton, et al. 107

*This figure has relatively poor quality in comparison with those preceding it; experimentalists may wish to note the reason for the difference. A principal factor is thought to be a rather rapid deterioration of the specimen in Figure 31 due to progressive contamination (build up of carbonaceous deposits) under the influence of electron irradiation within the microscope. Electron beams of low intensity are sufficient for replication fractography at modest magnifications, and anti-contamination cold trapping with liquid $N_2$ normally is not required. At the higher magnifications and more intense beam currents needed for direct transmission, contamination effects become quickly apparent if trapping on a cold surface is not employed. Without the protection provided by the anti-contamination trap, the fragment in Figure 31 was almost completely obliterated in $\sim$ 30 minutes. By comparison, and with proper trapping, the fragment shown in Figures 24 - 30 remained in good condition for more than eight hours of total exposure to an electron beam of comparable intensity.

† Their very significant paper, which confirms the principal findings and conclusions of the present study, and warrants much further discussion, did not become available until this report was essentially complete.
Figure 31. Defects in fracture fragment from ballistically damaged sapphire crystal, X31,000. Extracted fragment on direct carbon replica, Pt-shadowed [S11-1368]. Letters locate features described on p. 73.
Fragment from Slow Break Fracture in Polycrystalline Alumina

Fracture surfaces resulting from single stroke bend tests of polycrystalline alumina bars contained a number of extraction fragments (see Fig. 23). [Similar fragments can be seen in Gross and co-workers' replication fractographs from double cantilever fracture energy specimens of polycrystalline alumina.] Several of the fragments from this study have been examined by direct transmission, and many evidences of defect structures have been observed. One such fragment - not oriented for optimum contrast - is illustrated in bright field in Figure 32, and another fragment is shown in dark field in Figure 33. The dislocation densities are nearly comparable with those in impact fragments.

Such evidences of plastic work contributions to ordinary fracture processes in α-Al₂O₃ are consistent with X-ray evidences reported by Guard and Romo of residual strain which they attributed to very shallow plastic flow zones associated with crack surfaces in sapphire single crystals and polycrystalline alumina ceramics. These evidences of plasticity operative during fracture of this nominally brittle material also indicate that significant quantities of plastic work may be contributing to the abnormally high fracture surface energies (~25,000 - 50,000 ergs/cm²) measured in polycrystalline alumina by Clarke, et al., 6 Congleton and Petch, 54 and by Swanson and Gross. 110

Excess Energy in Explosively Shocked Alumina Particulates

As a [temporary] substitute for comminuted material from within impact-produced conoid regions, explosively shocked Linde A alumina has been examined for evidences of residual strain energy by dynamic differential calorimetry. These particulates also have been compared with the unshocked control sample by electron microscopy.
Figure 32. Bright field image of defects in fracture fragment from single stroke break in bar cut from ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina tile, X72,000. Extracted fragment on plastic carbon replica, Pt-shadowed [SRF1-459]. Compare with dark field image of another fragment from same surface (Fig. 33), and with impact-produced fragment (Figs. 25-27).
Figure 33. Dark field image of defects in fracture fragment from single stroke break in bar cut from ballistically damaged polycrystalline alumina, X48,000.

Extracted fragment on plastic-carbon replica, Pt-shadowed [SRFl-525]. In dark field electron microscopy, the illuminating electron beam is selectively tilted out of view; a strong diffracted beam is centered to produce the image. Therefore, light images correspond to regions at and around defects which have enough local distortion to tilt the lattice to the necessary Bragg diffraction condition.
Microstructure of Particulates

The control material (Fig. 34) contains two phases. The dominant $\alpha$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ final product has irregular, rounded, often protuberant shapes, while the intermediate, metastable $\gamma$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ minor phase is extremely fine grained and flocy.*

After explosive shocking at particle velocities in the 300 - 1000 in/sec range, the material was found to be significantly altered (Fig. 35). The $\gamma$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ particles were deflocculated and dispersed, and some of the $\alpha$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ particles had been fractured in neck regions. In direct transmission,† many of the $\alpha$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ grains showed evidences of defect structure resulting from deformation, including dislocation contrast effects and/or regions of twinning.

Characterization of Excess Energy by Dynamic Differential Calorimetry

Figure 36 is a plot of dynamic differential calorimetry traces over the range 700 - 1200°C for an unshocked alumina control specimen [compared with sapphire] and for three different experiments with shocked alumina [compared with three different reference specimens: (1) sapphire, (2) unshocked control material, and (3) triply annealed shocked alumina].

The sapphire reference is considered to have no latent heat effects over the 20 - 1200°C heating range, but both the unshocked control and the

---

*The reported findings were independently obtained, and are in very good agreement with the manufacturer's published descriptions of this material.

†These rounded grains are too variable in thickness for very effective dislocation studies by transmission microscopy. To obtain acceptable contrast and depth of focus, these plates were exposed at low magnifications, then enlarged photographically.
Figure 34. Linde A alumina powder as received, X60,000. Deposited on carbon support film as ultrasonically agitated suspension in acetone [PDQ2-1399]. This is the unshocked control material. Compare with explosively shocked Linde A in Fig. 35.
Figure 35. Explosively shocked Linde A alumina powder, X60,000. Deposited on carbon support film as ultrasonically agitated suspension in acetone [PDQI-1398].

Large $\gamma$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ flocks have been broken and dispersed. Some neck-growth regions in $\alpha$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ grains (indicated by arrows) have been broken. Asterisks locate contrast effects considered to be sites of shock-induced imperfections in several different $\alpha$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ grains.
Figure 36. Dynamic differential calorimetry of explosively shocked Linde A alumina powder. These curves, and their tentative interpretations, are described on pp. 78, 82, and 83.
triply annealed material are likely to undergo phase transformations and/or sintering within this temperature span, and cannot be considered to be inert.

In these plots, the solid curves represent the measured differential EMF's obtained as small pressed pellets (closely matched in weight, ~ 150 mg) of sample and reference materials were being heated - for the first time - at a rate of ~ 10°C/min in shallow platinum vessels in a special ring-type differential thermocouple (see p 27). The lower edge of the shaded region beneath each curve for shocked alumina represents the trace of the baseline. The baseline is somewhat temperature dependent, and was determined by repeating the heating cycle a second time without disturbing the specimen holder. Baseline curves have been adjusted vertically - slightly - to provide a normalizing coincidence with the upper curve. Normalizing has been based upon establishing an arbitrary zero difference in EMF between test and baseline runs at a small inflection point (which is characteristic of all runs with this specimen holder) just below 800°C.

The area of the shaded region is amenable to direct measurement by planimeter methods, and may be considered to be proportional to the total exothermic release of energy during the first heating to 1200°C.

To provide a [tentative] reference standard for scaling the energy quantities involved, a plot of the endothermic α to β quartz inversion peak has been included. The energy required for this transformation has been variously reported as 2 - 4 cal/g. For the purposes of this report, the value arbitrarily has been considered to be 3 cal/g.

Plots for shocked alumina - regardless of the reference material selected - consistently indicate a broad exotherm over most of the range above 800°C, with two - or more - characteristic peaks, of which the one at ~ 1130°C is the most prominent. These peaks do not occur in the control
specimen, nor do they recur during second heating runs for shocked material. It seems clear that these exotherms represent—in part—significant releases of energy associated with the annealing of shock-induced strains. However, they are not unambiguous, because other reactions, also exothermic, are considered to be highly likely within this temperature range. They include (a) annealing of strains in the $\gamma$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ second phase (b) transformations of $\gamma$ to $\alpha$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ and (c) sintering [resulting in a reduction of total surface energy] of $\alpha$-$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$. Unambiguous characterization of specific energy profiles associated with annealable excess energy per se will require deformed monophase particulate material free of the confounding effects noted here. These effects, particularly the sintering, are considered to account for significant fractions of the substantial energy differences denoted by the shaded areas.

These preliminary results demonstrate the effectiveness of the DDC method in sensing stored energy effects in shock-modified alumina particulates. [Even greater effectiveness is expected for impact-altered fragments.] The quantities of energy released, even in the most conservative case (shocked vs. unshocked), are very substantial (~14.6 cal/g. These results are considered to be in excellent agreement with the earlier findings of Bergman and Barrington and Heckel and Youngblood about enhanced sinterability attributable to strain effects in shocked alumina. This phase of the study also provides substantiation for the importance of densification contributions attributable to annealable excess energy—the "little q" term in the temperature dependent factor $e^{-\frac{(q-\Delta q)}{RT}}$—contained in a kinetic model proposed by Palmour, et al., for sintering and/or stress-assisted densification.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Preceding sections of this report have presented mutually supporting and very strong evidences of significant amounts of plastic deformation and energy absorption associated with fracture processes in aluminum oxide ceramics and single crystals. Effects of ductility associated with fracturing have been observed in slow cracks resulting from single stroke bend testing in ambient environments, as well as in those produced under very severe ballistic impact conditions. Comparable levels of structural alteration also have been observed in explosively shocked particulates.

The almost inescapable conclusion to be drawn from these findings is that truly brittle cracks - those which can be propagated with fracture surface energy \( \gamma_f \) comparable to the calculated surface free energy \( \gamma_s \) without doing work upon the bulk of the material traversed - are relatively rare in this refractory oxide. Rather, the fractures commonly observed in aluminum oxide were propagated (at least in part) as almost ductile or blunted cracks - those in which the fracture surface energy \( \gamma_f \) has been substantially increased above the nominal free energy \( \gamma_s \) because of plastic work energy \( \gamma_p \) which had to be expended in deforming bulk material at and near the advancing crack front.

Fracture surface energies in alumina ranging from approximately 25,000 to 50,000 ergs/cm\(^2\) have been reported by several investigators. Numerical values generally have been based upon calculations incorporating only the projected crack surface area. Actual surface areas have been considered to be as much as three times greater than projected areas, an estimate which is considered to be realistic in terms of the fractographic examinations made during the present study. If the reported gross
values for $Y_f$ are normalized with respect to actual surface areas [i.e., divided by the suggested factor of three], the range for resultant net fracture surface energy ($Y_f^0$) is from approximately 8,350 to 16,700 ergs/cm$^2$. The net values are some seven to fifteen times larger than calculated surface free energy values ($Y_s = 1136$ ergs/cm$^2$). For polycrystalline alumina of moderate grain size, these rather conservative estimates $[Y_p = Y_f^0 - Y_s]$ yield $Y_p$ values ranging from about 7200 ergs/cm$^2$ to more than 15,000 ergs/cm$^2$. The Orowan criterion for a plasticity component in fracture, $Y_p > Y_s$, seems well satisfied.

Microscopic evidences from replication fractography, and particularly from direct transmission electron microscopy, strongly support the concept of localized plastic deformation processes associated with fracture. Dislocation concentrations observed in thin fracture fragments ($\sim 10^9 - 10^{11}$/cm$^2$) are several orders of magnitude higher than those normally encountered in unworked ceramic materials ($< 10^6$/cm$^2$) and approach densities ($\sim 10^{12}$/cm$^2$) which are typical of extensively worked metals.

These results are documentary in character. The present levels of strength and characteristic fracture modes of present grades of ceramics have not been altered by these findings. However, by demonstrating that crystalline plasticity is a concomitant part of the fracture process, they do provide some very different directions by which the present understanding of strength and fracture in ceramics and other nominally brittle materials can be advanced.* To bring them into perspective, it is necessary to speculate about future trends. Such speculative forecasts are embodied in the concluding statements which follow.

Detailed interpretations of the nature of the observed dislocations and other structural defects, and quantitative documentations of their roles in

---

* Parker's March, 1960 comments on this point are still significant.
providing energy absorbing and storing mechanisms will take time, and must be reserved for the future. Predictably, these fundamental aspects of the present findings will be subject to - and will benefit from - rigorous scrutiny within the materials science community.

However, it may not be necessary - or even prudent - for engineering advances to wait upon final, rigorous documentation of the scientific details of the processes involved. Even now, one can accept the reality of demonstrable ductility accompanying fracture in nominally brittle ceramic materials. Thereafter, it will be worthwhile to accept the challenges of learning to take full advantage of this new knowledge.

Dislocation concepts predictably will be employed in (a) developing effective analytical treatments of fracture and strength in almost (but not truly) brittle materials, (b) improving the properties of existing ceramic materials, and (c) fostering the rational development of new ceramics and ceramic-based composite materials. As correlations of pertinent characterization parameters [e.g., dislocation mobility] with compositions and process variables are established, it is probable that useful properties can be enhanced either by optimizing - or minimizing, as the case may be - the limited, yet important, contributions made by plastic flow and stored energy to kinetics and mechanical behavior in crystalline ceramic substances.
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General References on Electron Fractography


This report is concerned with energy absorption processes in ceramic materials exposed to highly dynamic strains capable of causing fracture. Optical and electron fractographic analyses, and direct transmission electron microscopy, were employed in characterizing fracture in ballistically damaged sapphire single crystals and alumina ceramics. Impact fractures were compared with slow break fractures in bars cut from large polycrystalline fragments. Using electron microscopic and dynamic differential calorimetry techniques, explosively shocked alumina particulates also have been examined for evidences of residual strain and annealable excess energy.

The findings produced many mutually supporting evidences of local plastic deformation and energy absorption associated with fracture processes in aluminum oxide ceramics and sapphire single crystals. It was concluded that truly brittle cracks—those which can be propagated with fracture surface energy ($\gamma_f$) comparable to the calculated surface free energy ($\gamma_s$) without doing work upon the bulk of the material traversed—are relatively rare in this refractory oxide. Rather, fractures commonly observed in $\alpha$-Al$_2$O$_3$ were propagated (at least in part) as almost ductile or blunted cracks—those in which the fracture surface energy ($\gamma_f$) has been substantially increased above the nominal surface free energy ($\gamma_s$) because of plastic work energy ($\gamma_p$) which has to be expended in deforming bulk material at and near the advancing crack front. Microscopic evidences from replication fractography, and particularly from direct transmission electron microscopy, strongly
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